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Most of the machinery failure in the present world is caused due to fatigue. Due to prolonged and accelerated use of machinery, a new type pf 

fatigue phenomenon, known as very high cycle fatigue (VHCF) is gaining attention. It is defined by fatigue failure which happens after 107 

cyclic loadings. These failures generally initiate from inside of the material from non-metallic in high strength steel. However, due to the 

difficulty in directly observing the internal fracture process, its mechanism is largely unknown. As the environment in these internal cracks is 

free from gas adoption and oxidation, it is assumed that the crack propagates in a vacuum like environment. This means that fatigue crack in 

vacuum has a possibility to show cold welding phenomenon. Cold welding is the phenomenon in which two smooth metallic surfaces without 

any contamination bond with each other when they come in contact and this mechanism may elucidate the mechanism for internal cracks. So, 

to understand the nature of these internal cracks and evaluate its properties, surface cracks were propagated in vacuum environment using 

middle tension (MT) specimen to simulate its properties. The procedure used was a modified ΔK-decreasing test along with crack closure 

measurements at different load steps. In air environment, the crack closure was measured using stress ratio of -1 and 0.3 at each load step 

keeping the maximum stress intensity factor, Kmax, constant, while in vacuum only stress ratio of -1 was used. 

 After the experiment, 3D fractography was performed to study the fracture surface features and calculate roughness induced crack 

closure. Moreover, plasticity induced crack closure was calculated using Newman’s equations, in air, oxide induced crack closure was 

calculated by subtracting roughness induced crack closure and plasticity induced crack closure from total crack closure which were previously 

calculated. It was revealed that oxide induced crack closure is the main crack closing phenomenon in air near threshold regime. However, in 

vacuum environment, oxide induced crack closure is absent due to absence of oxide formation on fracture surface. Like air, roughness and 

plasticity induced crack closure were calculated for vacuum experiment. Calculations showed that cold welding did occur in vacuum 

environment and increased as we go towards lower stress intensity factor in ΔK-decreasing test. To confirm the presence of cold welding, air 

was introduced in the chamber and this led to decrease in crack closure. It suggests that cold welding was present and got reduced due to oxide 

formation on fracture surface. 

When we compare the fracture surface in vacuum with that of the internal crack using 3D fractography, a similar fine granular area 

(FGA) like feature can be seen in both the cases. This indicates that vacuum experiment is very similar to internal crack propagation. There is 

a very high probability that the cold welding also happens inside of internal cracks which may lead to its very slow crack propagation rate and 

its characteristic fracture surface feature of fine granular area (FGA).  


